Objective: To investigate dual-energy spectral CT in characterization of hepatocellular Carcinoma (HCC) in patients with chronic liver disease. Methods: Dynamic computed tomography (CT) was performed in 3600 patients (2879 males; 721 females, mean age 50.9 ± 11.9 years) with working clinical diagnosis of liver cirrhosis for hepatocellular carcinoma screening and other clinical indications. The study was conducted over a period of 3 years. During dynamic CT scanning, spectral (monochromatic) and routine (polychromatic) CT acquisitions were obtained on a single tube, dual energy, 64 slice multi-detector CT scanner. Imaging findings were studied on routine CT. On the basis of routine CT findings, indeterminate lesions (lesions not showing characteristic hypervascularity followed by washout on dynamic routine CT scan) that were referred for biopsy or surgery were segregated. A retrospective blinded review of the lesions, acquired by the spectral CT acquisitions was done with the help of gem stone imaging (GSI) software to characterize these lesions. All the above lesions were analyzed qualitatively in the arterial phase for lesion conspicuity as well as quantitatively using the monochromatic data sets and nodule Iodine concentration on material density maps, respectively. This data was studied with respect to predictability of HCC using the spectral CT technique. Iodine density of the lesion, surrounding liver parenchyma, and lesion to liver parenchyma ratio (LLR) were derived and statistically analyzed. Histopathology of the lesion in question was treated as gold standard for analysis. Results: It was observed via statistical analysis that the value of iodine density of the lesion on material density sets of ≥29.5 mg/dl, enabled a discriminatory power of 86.5%, sensitivity of 90.5% with 95% confidence Interval (CI) (69.2-98.8%) and specificity of 81.2% with 95% Confidence Interval (54.4-95.9%) in predicting HCC. Qualitative assessment also showed higher lesion conspicuity with spectral CT image sets as compared to routine CT data. Conclusion: This study reveals that spectral imaging is an excellent qualitative as well as a quantitative tool for assessing and predicting hepatocellular carcinoma in cirrhotic patients.
Introduction
The primary objective of our study was to determine whether spectral CT technique can improve accuracy in diagnosis of HCC in cirrhotic patients. This analysis was performed to evaluate both qualitative (lesion conspicuity) and quantitative (using material iodine density values) aspects of spectral CT respectively. Secondary end points and objectives of this study were to:
1. Explore spectral CT as a functional tool in patients with HCC. 2. Assess the accuracy and reliability of a new assessment parameter of measuring iodine density of enhancing liver nodules on the arterial phase of CT instead of the traditional quantification done by calculating their attenuation values in Hounsfield units. 3 . Assign a range of iodine density values to confirmed HCC nodules so as to be able to form an objective, quantitative, value-based classification for liver cancer nodules on a future long term basis.
The revised European association of study of liver diseases (EASL) and American association of study of liver diseases (AASLD) practice guidelines on the diagnosis and management of HCC, given in 2012 and 2010 respectively, changed the way; imaging is being performed for surveillance and detection of liver lesions in patients with chronic liver disease. [1] AASLD guidelines recommend abdominal ultrasonography every 6 months for surveillance of 'at risk' population of active chronic hepatitis B, cirrhotic patients and patients in the 40-50 years bracket. [1] The EASL guidelines recommend patients with chronic hepatitis C infection and advanced stage of F3 liver fibrosis, regardless of cirrhosis, to undergo surveillance with ultrasonography. [2] The practical approach to reliability of ultrasonography to detect small lesions (< 1 cm) in a diffusely nodular liver appears questionable. For this reason, dynamic, contrast enhanced, CT is recommended to further detect and characterize such lesions. [3, 4] The standard algorithm for diagnosis of HCC is the demonstration of the phenomenon of hypervascularity of a nodule or lesion in the arterial phase with subsequent hypoattenuation or "wash-out" of the lesion compared to rest of the normally enhancing liver parenchyma on the portal venous or equilibrium phase. [3] [4] [5] The challenge however; is to characterize nodules, which do not show adequate hypervascularity on the arterial phase or demonstrate inadequate "wash-out" on later phases of routine dynamic CT or MRI. These lesions are characterized as 'indeterminate' nodules on imaging and require biopsy with histopathology or further investigations (e.g. contrast enhanced sonography with kupffer cell specific contrast/MRI with SPIO or hepatocyte specific contrast) which may or may not be available at all centers. MRI is universally recognized as a problem solving modality and has a higher procedure cost with worldwide limited availability. These indeterminate/atypical tumors may be difficult to diagnose, even with all the above criteria put together. Biopsy is the current gold standard of diagnosis however; smaller lesions are technically difficult to visualize and may show lack of sufficient tissue, with nodule heterogeneity within the lesion itself. The fine needle aspiration or biopsy sample may not be representative of the entire nodule. To overcome the above lacunae, we have tried to explore spectral CT for its diagnostic capabilities in context to diagnosis of HCC, in patients with pre existing chronic liver disease, regardless of the underlying etiology. The advent of spectral CT is based on the principle that this technique involves scanning at distinctly different energies (most commonly used energy levels are 70 and 140 kVp) using a setup of single or dual x-ray tubes with detectors operated at two distinct energies or rapidly switching between two different energies depending on the manufacturer. [6] [7] [8] [9] This is based on the physics principle of 'Photoelectric effect' which, is used to obtain additional information regarding tissue composition. The photoelectric effect essentially utilizes the difference in the K-edges of two elements. This principle works best for post contrast CT scans due to the use of Iodine, which has a Kedge of (33.2 keV). This K-edge is closer to lower energies (80 kVp) compared with higher energies (140 kVp) on a spectral (essentially a dual energy) CT scan and hence Iodine containing tissue is more attenuating (better visualized) at lower energies. The higher attenuation of Iodine results in improved conspicuity of hypervascular (Iodine rich) nodules in contrast to rest of the liver parenchyma.
We have tried to ascertain a baseline value of iodine material density in the arterial phase of histopathological proven cases of Table 1 Work flow-chart of study design and method of conducting the study.
Abbreviations: HU-Hounsfield Units; HAP-Hepatic arterial Phase; LLR-Lesion to liver parenchyma iodine density ratio.
HCC which were labeled as "indeterminate" nodules on routine dynamic imaging. This is based on the hypothesis that we may be able to define a possible cut-off value at which we can predict the diagnosis of HCC using spectral CT alone. Our long term goal is to explore spectral CT as a functional tool using iodine density as a predictor of tissue composition and tumor grading. In future, this may obviate the need for biopsy, completely. We may be able to characterize HCC on a single-phase study, reducing radiation exposure, dosage of intravenous contrast as well as the need for second modality confirmation.
Material and methods
A total of 3600 patients (mean age 50.9 ± 11.9 years, 2879 males and 721females), who were clinically proven to have liver cirrhosis due to various etiologies were scanned by routine CT (with simultaneous acquisition of spectral CT data sets) over a period of three years at our tertiary liver care hospital. All patients with liver cirrhosis, who had indeterminate liver nodules on dynamic routine CT (irrespective of the lesion size) and were, advised a histopathological analysis on imaging were enrolled in the study group. This comprised our study group of 37 patients (mean age 51.65 ± 12.33 years, 33 males and 4 females) who underwent further histopathological assessment or surgical excision of these lesions. A blinded; retrospective, double reader, single centered analysis of the spectral CT data was conducted in a clinical framework. The workflow of the study is demonstrated in a flow chart given below. (Table 1 ).
Inclusion criteria
'Indeterminate nodule' was defined as uncharacteristic/atypical enhancement pattern of HCC, not conforming to classical arterial hypervascularity and portal venous or equilibrium phase washout on dynamic scans.
Exclusion criteria
Patients who did not have background liver cirrhosis, patients who did not consent to evaluation with biopsy and histopathology and pregnant and lactating women. Patients in whom no possibility of imaging diagnosis of HCC was present on routine CT were also excluded from this study group. The institutional ethical committee waived off permission for retrospective analysis of data. Strict confidentiality was maintained and voluntary informed consent was taken before participation.
Spectral CT scanning technique
Routine dynamic CT was performed on a single tube, multidetector (64 slice) spectral scanner with fast kVp switching technology (GE Healthcare, USA) scanner. All patients were scanned cranio-caudally, in the supine position using injectable nonionic contrast material (Iomeprol, 400 mg/dl Iodine, calculated as 1.5 ml per kilogram of body weight) at the rate of 4 ml/s pumped through a pressure injector. A saline bolus of 50 ml was given at the same flow rate after the contrast injection. Scan delay for dynamic phase was determined by using automated scan triggering software (Smart Prep; GE Healthcare). Scanning was simultaneously performed in the spectral imaging mode with fast tube voltage switching between 80 and 140 kVp on adjacent views during a single rotation. Other scanning parameters were as follows: collimation thickness of 0.625 mm, tube current of 600 mA, rotation speed of 0.6 s& helical pitch of 0.983. The three sub groups of image data sets which were reconstructed from the single spectral acquisition for analysis were as follows: a set of polychromatic images or the routine dynamic CT, corresponding to the conventional 140 kVp imaging (which was studied previously and used for segregating our patient study group as indeterminate lesions for a blind review through spectral imaging), monochromatic image sets with photon energies ranging from 40 to 140 keV(used for qualitative analysis) and Iodine-based material-decomposition images (used for quantitative analysis). (Fig. 1 ) The latter two sets of spectral CT acquisitions were analyzed with the GSI Viewer software 4.4 (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, Wisconsin), with a standard soft-tissue display window preset (WL 40 and WW 400). The monochromatic image sets were read at a low keV of 55 keV (which has been found optimal for studying liver lesions, without minimum image noise and best visualization of contrast between lesion and normal parenchyma). [10, 11] For the quantitative analysis of monochromatic sets, two circular regions-of-interest (ROI) were placed on the lesion and the liver parenchyma individually. For each ROI the mean number of pixels were 400; range, 310-560 which was placed in the maximum enhancing portion of the lesion, hepatic parenchyma surrounding the lesion and the abdominal aorta at the same axial section of the abdomen, keeping the size, shape, and position of the ROI consistent by applying the copy-and-paste function. The values of the ROI in HU were then plotted on a spectral HU graph with z axis representing 40-140 kVp spectrums and the Y axis representing the HU values (Fig. 2 ). This is a graphical representation of lesion conspicuity with respect to the background liver. The attenuation of Aorta was used to normalize (baseline standard reference) value of the lesion and liver for constructing the spectral curve. (Fig. 2) .
The qualitative analysis of lesion visibility and conspicuity was graded on an ascending scale of 1-5 with Grade 1 indicating poor visualization of lesion, Grade 2: lesion visualized however arterial enhancement absent, Grade3: adequate visualization of lesion with mild arterial enhancement, Grade 4: adequate visualization of lesion with moderate arterial enhancement and Grade 5 indicative of excellent lesion visualization with bright arterial enhancement. The sets of monochromatic images described above and the Iodine-based material-decomposition datasets were taken into consideration. These were independently read by two radiologists (YV, STL) with experience in hepatobiliary CT imaging for 5 and 10 years respectively. Qualitative analysis of lesion conspicuity with the same grading system was done on the polychromatic images acquired from routine CT data and both data were compared using agreement analysis, Interclass correlation (ICC) with 95% confidence intervals and Bland-Altmann graphs.
Quantitative analysis
The Iodine-based material-decomposition set of images were used to derive iodine quantification (measured in mg/dl) of the lesion and rest of the liver, in the HAP (Fig. 3) . Scatter plots were drawn after quantifying the iodine content using standard and uniform sized ROI's within the enhancing portion of the lesion, liver parenchyma and the Aorta (for baseline enhancement and normalization of data). (Fig. 3) . These parameters were tabulated and statistically analyzed. The various calculated parameters were as follows: a) On the Material decomposition image sets (Iodine concentration measured in mg/dl) b) GSI enhancement value (GSI) of Lesion = GSI lesion c) GSI enhancement value (GSI) of Liver = GSI Liver d) Lesion-to-parenchyma ratio (LLR) = Ratio of Iodine concentration in lesion/Iodine concentration in liver e) GSI enhancement value (GSI) of Aorta = GSI Aorta
Reference standards
The imaging diagnosis was made with the radiologists blinded to the end result of biopsy and histopathology which were considered as reference gold standard. The grading system of Edmondson and Steiner was used as standard for HCC grading protocol by the pathologist. [12] The investigators were also blinded to the clinical history and results of serum Alfa feto protein (AFP) level, which is used as an important screening and surveillance marker for HCC. The results were used to further sub-divide the patient groups into true positive HCC (those which were confirmed by reference gold standard to be same as imaging results of HCC), true negatives (those which were reported as non malignant by imaging and confirmed to be non malignant on biopsy), false positives (those which were diagnosed on imaging as HCC but were proven to be non-malignant on histopathology) and false negatives (those HCC's which were missed on Imaging but were confirmed HCC on histopathology).
Calculation/statistical analysis
The data is presented as proportions; mean ± standard deviations, median with interquartile range or in frequencies (%). The statistical methods applied were proportion test and Mann Whitney U test, wherever applicable. Besides this, diagnostic tests were applied to calculate the various characteristics for diagnosis. Data were also compared using agreement analysis between the two readers using Interclass correlation (ICC) with 95% confidence intervals and Bland-Altmann graphs were plotted.
Receiver operating characteristic curves (ROC) were used to depict cut off values and calculate the area under curve. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive values, negative predictive values were used to diagnose and characterize lesions objectively. P value less than 0.05 were considered as significant. (1), the surrounding liver parenchyma as (3) and within the aortic lumen as (2) . b Spectral HU curve of the same lesion denoting the normalized aorta on the top of the graph (bold vertical arrow), the graph of the liver lesion in comparison to the normalized aorta (horizontal arrow without fill) and the normal liver curve (vertical arrow without fill). 
Results
A total of 37 patients (mean age 23.5 ± 10.7 years) 22 males and 39 females, were analyzed within the study group. Of these, 37 patients; 21 were diagnosed to have HCC vs 16 patients who were found to have non HCC lesions on histopathology (Table 2) . segment of liver has been depicted in (Table 3) The agreement between two observers was seen using Intra class correlation (ICC). The ICC for routine CT was found to be 91.6% with 95% CI (81-96%). 2.7% cases were not in agreement with the two observers. (Fig. 4) Similarly the agreement between the two observers on spectral CT was found to be 88.9%, with 95% CI (77-94). 2.7% cases were not in agreement with the two observers. (Fig. 5) .
The parameters that were considered for quantitative analysis were subgroups of iodine density GSI lesion, GSI aorta, GSI liver and ratio of GSI lesion to surrounding liver parenchyma (LLR). The two groups for summary statistics were divided as per the biopsy results into biopsy proven HCC and non HCC as shown in Table 4 . There were total of 37 cases, out of which 21 were HCC and 16 were non HCC cases on histopathology. On spectral CT, there were 13 (35.1%) true positive and 12 (32.4%) true negatives. The number of false negative (missed on spectral CT) cases were 8 in number (21.6%) and the false positive cases (incorrectly classified as HCC on spectral CT were 4 (10.8%).
The average GSI lesion value for the HCC group was 67.7 ± 29.1 mg/dl and for non HCC group was 23.2 ± 10.8 mg/dl and showed statistical significance (<0.001) between the two groups. The average value for the GSI iodine density of Aorta in the arterial phase of HCC group was 152.3 ± 24.2 mg/dl. The GSI iodine density of Aorta in the non HCC group was 144.4 ± 26.3 mg/dl. The mean GSI density of liver surrounding parenchyma in the HCC group was 60.6 ± 13.9 mg/dl and in the non HCC group was 62.0 ± 20.4 mg/dl. The ratio of lesion iodine density to the surrounding liver parenchyma iodine density (LLR) showed an average value of 1.2 (0.7-1.4) in the HCC group and 0.3 (0.2-0.6) in the control group. This was found to be significant (p < 0.001) (calculated using Mann Whitney U test). These results enabled us to differentiate HCC from other lesions on spectral CT. We further analyzed the data to distinguish the HCC group on the basis of a cut off value. These are explained in Table 5 given below. It has been shown in Table 5 that, if the value of GSI lesion is >29.5 mg/dl of iodine, then the discriminatory power is 86.5% with a sensitivity of 90.5% CI (69.2-98.8%) and specificity of 81.2% with 95% CI (54.4-95.9%). (ROC curve, Fig. 6 ) Hence GSI lesion values can be used for discriminating the indeterminate cases performed on spectral CT.
The comparison between biopsy results and spectral CT (GSI parameters in this case) technique shows that usage of spectral dual energy CT with objective criteria of material density in the form of iodine density of suspected lesions was able to determine at-least two more cases which could not be diagnosed on the initial qualitative assessment of lesions on the spectral HU curve analysis and monochromatic images.
Discussion
Surveillance and screening of HCC is an important factor in decreasing the overall cost of its treatment in patients with known CLD as well as in improving the survival of diseased patients. The aim of surveillance is to diagnose a malignant nodule at its earliest stage, so that the treatment has the highest possible likelihood of cure with the existing treatment options. Majority (almost 80%) of HCC's are seen in patients with cirrhosis due to viral infections. [13] A prospective controlled study showed that the annual incidence of HCC in hepatitis B carriers was 2.5%. [14, 15] The annual incidence increases with age. The risk of HCC in patients with chronic hepatitis C is highest among patients who have established cirrhosis, which is between 2%-8% per year. [16] [17] [18] Our study was conducted in an endemic belt for chronic hepatitis B and C infected patients. Imaging of the cirrhotic liver is a diagnostic challenge for radiologists when it comes to characterization and differentiation of regenerative, dysplastic nodules as well as early HCC nodules. These nodules are superimposed on a background of morphologically altered and chronically diseased liver parenchyma. Regenerative nodules are essentially normal hepatocyte containing tissue that shows nodular proliferation in a damaged liver. They have no malignant potential and are usually isoattenuating to the liver parenchyma but may appear hypoattenuating to the liver. MRI is utilized as the standard problem solving modality for indeterminate lesions, for follow up of known malignancies and post radiofrequency ablation or chemoembolization. However; because of its higher cost and limited availability at all centers, it is the need of the hour today to look for alternate options within the existing technology. Although biopsy is considered as a gold standard for evaluation of indeterminate lesions, it has its own technical issues, in assessing nodules of small size, lack of sufficient tissue obtained and ill visualization of the nodule in a cirrhotic liver. Moreover, histopathology of a heterogeneous nodule, with variable amounts of hepatocytes, dysplastic tissue, malignant cells or fat within a single lesion, may not be rep- resentative of the entire nodule. Similar issues may be encountered on imaging such as on routine CT, which may be unable to differentiate the low attenuation of fat area within a steatohepatic variant of HCC from fluid. We were able to demonstrate fat within a heterogeneous lesion with the help of spectral curve values, at low (55) keV. (Figs. 7-9) The target of differentiating malignant lesions on imaging can only be actualized by using newer and more advanced technology like spectral CT scanners. With the help of the above, characterization of the benign and malignant liver lesions with accuracy is bound to affect the prognosis and treatment methods in patients with liver cirrhosis. Accurate diagnosis and characterization of malignant nodules, on a background of a diffusely cirrhotic liver, is the responsibility of the radiologist, since clinical suspicion and tumor markers may not be elevated in all malignant or dysplastic nodules. [19, 20] Attenuation difference observed with routine computed tomography (CT) has poor sensitivity in characteriza- Fig. 11 . Gross specimen of the mass (white arrow with black outlines) (moderately differentiated Grade 2 HCC on histopathology) with bile duct tumor thrombus, small vessels invasion, embolization and the bile duct, seen separate from mass.
tion of the nature of liver nodules. [21, 22] HCC is characterized on dynamic CT by the classical pattern of arterial hypervascularity and washout on equilibrium phases; however, hypo-vascular or atypical tumors may be difficult to diagnose with these criteria. [23, 24] Compared to conventional multi-detector CT scanners, the advanced technique of spectral CT allows differentiation of material and tissue composition, based on differences in iodine and water densities [25, 26] The use of advanced spectral CT has revealed that lower (80 kVp) images demonstrate a better image contrast than higher (140) kVp images which allow relatively hypovascular lesions to be easily visualized on the low keV monochromatic datasets. [8,15, 27 and 28] An example of this has been demonstrated in (Fig. 10) . This lesion was found to be relatively hypovascular on routine CT and was virtually indistinguishable on it. Application of low keV spectral CT, made the lesion conspicuous and the spectral HU curve values were able to show that the lesion was actually hypervascular compared to the liver parenchyma. (Fig. 10 ) Histopathology found HCC invading the bile duct with tumor thrombus within it. (Fig. 11) Low keV spectral studies and MMD images appear to be useful for the evaluation of enhanced liver lesions in the arterial phase in Fig. 10 . 63 year old cirrhotic male patient presented with suspicious blush at the porta, evaluated on a dynamic CT followed by analysis on spectral CT. a. Low keV (55kev) CT shows a definite focal (arrow, black outline) area of blush. b. Spectral HU curve shows that lesion (open white arrow in iodine density map) is visualized (white curved arrow pointing at attenuation difference) only at low keV as analyzed (yellow line tracing of the lesion).
HCC. In the liver, spectral CT may be used to increase conspicuity of hypervascular lesions; to distinguish hyperattenuating cysts from enhancing focal liver lesions and to characterize masses, hypervascular metastases, as well as to differentiate between normal variant areas of hypervascularity such as transient hepatic attenuation defects (THAD) and abnormal parenchyma. [29] An example of this was demonstrated by a patient from our study group, who showed a hypervascular mass in the left lobe, with an attending area of suspicious blush seen around it, which could not be differentiated from the mass itself. On application of spectral CT technique, we were able to differentiate the area of THAD from the actual lesion, which allowed us to make accurate decisions on treatment therapy since the lesion size could be adequately assessed with the help of the iodine density sets. It has been found on comparison of 80 and 140 kVp images that 80 kVp images with a high mA enabled the visualization of a greater number of lesions compared to 140 kVp images to detect hypervascular lesions in vitro and in vivo. [28, 30] A range of keV value has been recommended in studies published in literature to study data sets for the best contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) between liver lesions and underlying liver parenchyma as well as for lesion conspicuity. [7, 8] 80 kVp images were also documented to be superior for the distinction of metastases in normal liver tissue. [27] Low keV spectral CT and iodine density images are able to delineate diffuse infiltrative masses which may be virtually indistinguishable on a routine CT, especially since these tumors are apparently hypovascular on routine CT and hence may not show adequate washout.
The functional aspect of spectral CT has been proposed by demonstrating how increasing arterial vascularity and decreasing portal flow to nodules is predictive of transition from borderline lesions to malignant nodules over a period of time. [21, 22] This aspect of spectral CT and quantitative analysis of iodine density within a liver nodule, which can predict its vascularity, forms the basic concept of our study. Similar study models have been utilized in the mediastinum and chest to differentiate between benign and malignant lesions within the mediastinum [31, 32] .
Our study has been able to distinguish approximately 86% of the lesions which were primarily categorized as indeterminate nodules/masses on routine dynamic CT, to be malignant. This is significant in a population which underwent biopsy/invasive surgery to determine the final outcome of the nodules in question.
Our study, had a few limitations such as: sample bias (included only cirrhotic patient population), sample size (since number of patients found suitable for biopsy and surgery is limited in patients with HCC) and the need for further comparison within groups of benign (regenerative, siderotic) and malignant (dysplastic, well differentiated and poorly differentiated lesions) nodules in patients with cirrhosis. All hypervascular masses, besides HCC, which may present in a cirrhotic liver, such as hypervascular metastases or mesenchymal tumors of the liver like angiosacroma's may be difficult to differentiate till further analysis to compare the various sub-types of hypervascular tumors is made.
In future, similar studies with larger populations and in-depth study of nodule composition, may pave the path for reduced biopsy procedures. Furthermore, spectral assessment of material composition may allow tumor grading without histopathology. We, for the first time, tried to identify HCC from non HCC lesions by quantifying their enhancement using iodine density values, on multi spectral CT. To date, there are no studies using spectral CT for this purpose. The above results show that instead of biopsy we can use the cutoff point of iodine density within the lesion on the material density images as 29.5 mg/dl to diagnose HCC on spectral CT when routine CT is unable to characterize the nature of these lesions.
Conclusions
This study reveals that spectral imaging is an excellent tool for qualitative as well as quantitative tool for assessing indeterminate lesions in patients with chronic liver disease. It can be used to create a novel design with material (iodine) density measurements that will serve as a functional tool to derive the composition of liver nodules.
